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September 15, 2015 
 
C-SLIDE 
Ron Gustaveson 
1192 Draper Parkway Suite 202 Draper UT 84020 
 
Re:  Letter of Supply 
 
Dear Lois Sonstegrad,  
 
This Letter of Supply is in reference to the offer that LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style submitted in response to the 
General Services Administration’s Solicitation 3FNG-MG-060002-B. 
 
In the event the LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style has been or is awarded a Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) contract 
under the aforementioned solicitation/contract number, C-SLIDE will assure an uninterrupted source of supply, 
with sufficient quantities of product to satisfy the Government’s requirements, for the duration of the contract 
period (to include option periods). 
 
C-SLIDE understands that all products and services offered on LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style’s MAS contract must 
be compliant with the Trade Agreements Act (TAA)(19U.S.C. 2501, et seq.).  Further, while we understand that 
responsibility for TAA compliance resides with LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style, C-SLIDE agrees to work and cooperate 
with LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style to support Offeror’s TAA compliance of items offered on its contract and provide 
country of origin information.   
 
C-SLIDE understands that if it certifies to LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style that an item being supplied meets or exceeds 
the minimum content levels established under the Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines*** (CPGs) program, 
then, in order for LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style to display the appropriate environmental attributes on its GSA 
Contract for the item, LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style must retain proof in the form of a copy of the certification from the 
manufacturer or a copy of the environmental organization’s certification or be able to obtain such proof from C-
SLIDE on request.  A document showing the percentage of the recovered materials and post-consumer materials 
in the item offered must also be retained by LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style or be available from C-SLIDE to LJL Inc 
DBA Whirl-a-Style upon request.  Accordingly, LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style and C-SLIDE will mutually agree on a 
process to facilitate LJL Inc DBA Whirl-a-Style compliance with it EPA/CPG obligations under the Contract.   
 
C-SLIDE understands that if no proof of the environmental attributes being claimed is provided then LJL Inc DBA 
Whirl-a-Style will not be allowed to display the applicable environmental attribute icon. 
 
The person whose signature appears below is authorized to make the commitments noted above. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 
 
____________________________ 

Signed by a company official authorized to make the commitment 
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